
Nourish and Rebalance  
A Culinary Weekend Retreat With Mads Refslund 
Thursday, July 25th  – Sunday, July 27th 

Thursday 
12:30pm   Arrival and Check-in 
1:00-2:00pm  Lunch       Main Barn  
2:00-5:30pm Spa Treatment, Hydrotherapy, Steam and Sauna  Spa 
5:30-6:30pm Yoga and Welcome Gathering     Meditation Hall 
7:00-8:00pm Dinner and Culinary Introduction with Mads     Main Barn 
8:30-9:30pm Dissolving into Sound with Gongs and Crystal Bowls  Meditation Hall 
9:30pm   Seasonal Soak       Guest Studio 

Friday 
7:00-7:30am Tea Ceremony       Healing Arts Barn 
7:30-8:00am Body Awakening and Breathwork    Meditation Hall 
8:00-9:30am  Beach Walk       Meet in Front of Buddha 
9:30-10:30am  Breakfast       Main Barn 
11:30-12:30pm  Functional Movement      Movement Pavilion 
1:00-2:00 pm Lunch        Main Barn 
2:00-3:00pm Garden Tour and Intro to Biodynamic Philosophy  Garden  
3:00-5:00pm  Spa Treatment, Hydrotherapy, Steam and Sauna  Spa 
5:30-6:30pm  Making Micro-greens: A hands-on workshop    Cherry Orchard  
7:00-8:00pm Dinner       Main Barn 
8:30-9:30pm  Release: A Breathwork Journey    Meditation Hall 
9:30pm  Seasonal Soak      Guest Studio 

Saturday  
7:00-7:30am Tea Ceremony       Healing Arts Barn 
7:30-8:00am Body Awakening and Breathwork       Meditation Hall 
8:00-9:30am Beach Walk       Meet in Front of Buddha 
9:30-10:30am Breakfast       Main Barn 
11:30-12:30pm Strength and Balance       Movement Pavilion 
1:00-2:00 pm Lunch       Main Barn 
2:00-5:00pm  Spa Treatment, Hydrotherapy, Steam and Sauna  Spa 
5:30-6:30pm Nutrition for Digestive Wellness    Cherry Orchard 
7:00-8:00pm Dinner       Main Barn 
8:30-9:30pm Dream Tea and Live Music     Fire Circle 
9:30pm  Seasonal Soak      Guest Studio 

Sunday 
7:00-7:30am Tea Ceremony      Healing Arts Barn 
7:30-8:00am Body Awakening and Breathwork     Meditation Hall 
8:15-9:15am Signature Workout (sneakers required)    Movement Pavilion 
10:00-11:00am Brunch       Main Barn 
11:00-11:30am Closing Gathering      Meditation Hall 
11:30am  Room Check-out and Departure 

THINGS TO KNOW              

• The Main Barn, Meditation Hall and Healing Arts Barn are shoe-free spaces. 
• Sneakers are not required for fitness classes, unless noted otherwise. 
• We recommend wearing comfortable clothing throughout your stay. 
• There is a structured water filtration system throughout the property. Keep your water bottle with 

you to stay hydrated.  
• Hot water, tea, coffee and fruit will be available each morning in the Main Barn starting at 6:30am. 
• For the respect of all guests, we ask that you not use your cellphone in any of the public spaces 

and not take pictures of any guests without their expressed permission.  



Class Descriptions  
Morning Rituals 

Body Awakening and Breathwork: Designed to awaken and balance the body and mind. Specific postures are used 
to aid digestion, regulate hormones and restore the nervous system. Pranayama breathing balances the subtle 
energies and revitalizes the lungs. 

Dynamic Movement and Intention Setting: Here we move into simple rhythmic sequences to energize and revitalize 
the whole being. During this 30 minute experience, we gradually build energy and close by focusing our attention on 
our own transformative abilities.  

Sensory Beach Breath Walk: Enjoy the beautiful beaches of the East End while practicing simple breathing 
techniques and heightening the senses – an expansive moving meditation that both grounds and uplifts.  

Simple Stretch and Meditation: Created in partnership with our trainers and used to restore the muscles after 
strong workout days. Here we focus on stretching out, relaxing sore muscles and aligning the mind.  

Tea Ceremony: A simple, seated ritual rooted in the Japanese tradition of Chado, or tea ceremony. Here we begin our 
day quietly, participating in a communal sensory meditation. 

Fitness 

Functional Movement: This class begins with a Functional Movement Screen, a series of exercises done not to gauge 
one’s ability to do the exercise but to create awareness around form, asymmetries in the body, and weaknesses and 
or tightness.  

Strength and Balance A fast paced class based on the fundamentals of functional movement, this class incorporates deep core 
stabilizing and strengthening exercises for a complete and full body work out. Weights, bands and kettle bells are incorporated to 
improve overall strength and stability.  

Shou Sugi Ban House Signature Workout: A fitness methodology based on the core principles of traditional strength 
and conditioning, gymnastics and High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) programs.  

Workshops and Experiences 

Dissolving into Sound: A multi-sensory experience designed to facilitate a state of inner exploration. A team of 
sound practitioners will lead you into a meditative journey using a wide variety of instruments and invocations. 

Nutrition for Digestive Wellness: Learn about the intricacies of the human digestive system and how your body 
actually breaks down foods. We will cover the ways you may be unintentionally sabotaging your health and how to 
get your digestive system up and running. We will discuss foods, supplements, and supportive elixirs to promote a 
healthy system as well as the microbiome.  

Release: A Breathwork Journey: Use your own body and breath for deep cleansing, shaking loose and releasing 
negative emotions, stagnant energy and physical blocks that are often inaccessible to our logical minds. A deep 
catharsis of body, mind and spirit that will leave you lighter, clearer and refreshed.


